. This approach is based on the assumption that both random and systematic 
ble. Our objectives were to: (i) develop software to calculate variances for the methods, and (ii) compare BSH estimates generated using
In a planting where environmental variation changes (1957) suggested that genetic variation among plots within a planting would follow a direct inverse function of plot size and could change at a rate different than G enerating estimates of heritability in plants typienvironmental variation as plot size changed. Therefore, cally involves the evaluation of progenies or clones Shrikhande (1957) expressed phenotypic variance on a of known genetic relationship from populations of interplot mean basis for plots of x individuals (V x ) as: est (Namkoong, 1979; Nyquist, 1991) . In most crop plants, this usually requires controlled matings and the
[2] establishment and evaluation of progenies in field trials. In many situations, it may be difficult to produce the where V g and V e represent estimates of genetic and needed genotypes, or to justify the time and expense environmental variances, respectively. To generate required to generate highly accurate estimates. It would estimates of broad-sense heritability (BSH ϭ be useful to have methods that could be used to estimate
by Shrikhande's method, means for traits heritability using data from standard evaluation trials of interest are calculated for all plots of size x ϭ 1 to where samples of genotypes produced from open pollin (with n typically equal to a maximum of half the total nation are grown.
number of plants in the stand) from a planting with Forest geneticists developed a method for generating equidistant spacing among plants. The variance between estimates of broad-sense heritability using data from these plot means is then calculated for each plot size. plantings where the distance between neighboring indiThe parameters V g , V e , and b can be estimated iteratively vidual plants in contiguous rows is equal to that between by Eq. 2 and least-squares procedures (Namkoong and plants within a row (''equidistant spacing'') (ShrikSquillace, 1970 Abbreviations: BSH, broad-sense heritability. Published in Crop Sci. 38:1125 Sci. 38: -1129 Sci. 38: (1998 in experiments with various species of long-lived perenagronomic traits were collected and BSH estimates were generated by the three methods. nial plants (Sakai and Hatakeyama, 1963; Armitage and Burrows, 1966 (1970) found that this method may involve large sampling errors. These authors also concluded that ShrikThe genus Sphaeralcea contains primarily short-lived sufhande's method was ''useful and dependable'' as long as frutescent perennial herbs native to arid regions in the western b was not near one and environmental variation closely USA and northern Mexico (Kearney, 1935) . They may sucfollowed Smith's Law. Nevertheless, they did not comcessfully colonize a variety of habitats and represent a valuable source of forage in many disturbed desert sites (Pendery and pare estimates with those generated from more tradi- Rumbaugh, 1993) . Our experiments utilized a population of tional techniques. In a simulation study, Usanis (1972) S. emoryi from an frequently disturbed site at Tucson, AZ.
showed that Shrikhande's model may be unreliable in 
intercrossed by hand with samples of bulk pollen from all plants in the population without emasculation and the reWhile Freeman (1963) did not describe this as such, sulting seed bulked (equal amounts per seed parent) to form (Table 1) were generated by the restricted maxiestimated parameters were much smaller (mean SE ϭ mum-likelihood method of PROC VARCOMP in SAS (SAS 40% of the parameter).
Inst., 1989). Assuming no maternal effects (Mitchell-Olds and
For pairs of non-zero BSH estimates, those made by Bergelson, 1990) , BSH was estimated by:
Freeman's method were on average 23% smaller than estimates generated by ANOVA (Table 2 ). However,
all BSH estimates made with Freeman's method fell within the 90% confidence interval for the ANOVA- fell within the confidence intervals for the estimates or local environmental variation within the planting from ANOVA and the mean difference between the (Namkoong and Squillace, 1970). Together, these obsertwo estimates for all traits was 0.35 Ϯ 0.08.
vations establish that the primary assumptions underlyThe theory underlying the Shrikhande and Freeman ing the Shrikhande and Freeman methods were met in methods (Shrikhande, 1957) indicates that separation these experiments. of V g and V e is not possible when the phenotypes of Estimates of BSH generated by the Freeman and neighboring plants are highly positively correlated with Shrikhande methods were consistently different from each other, i.e., when the heterogeneity coefficient apeach other. Nevertheless, Freeman's method produced proaches one. In our experiments, the proportional dif-BSH estimates that agreed well with ANOVA-based ference between the Shrikhande and Freeman BSH estiestimates when heterogeneity coefficients were Ͻ0.85. mates tended to decline along with the decline in the Shrikhande's method produced BSH estimates that heterogeneity coefficient (Table 2 ). The largwere generally significantly larger than BSH estimates est proportional difference between the Freeman and from ANOVA. ANOVA-based BSH estimates was seen for plant These findings demonstrate the potential utility of height, which had the highest heterogeneity coefficient, the Freeman procedure under the assumption that BSH and was less for other traits that had lower heterogeneestimates from ANOVA accurately represent true BSH. ity coefficients.
It is not possible to establish acceptable upper thresh-A relatively large proportional difference between olds for heterogeneity coefficients for BSH estimates BSH estimates from Freeman's method and ANOVA made by the Shrikhande or Freeman methods. Howwas observed for plant habit score. The low ANOVAever, such estimates will certainly be inaccurate when based estimate for BSH (0) was observed most likely the heterogeneity coefficient is near one (Namkoong because data for this trait were strongly negatively and Squillace, 1970) . Our experiments demonstrate this; skewed and were not normally distributed even followthe proportional differences and absolute values being Box-Cox transformation ( ϭ 1.065; Shapiro-Wilk tween the ANOVA and Freeman BSH estimates were statistic [W] ϭ 0.769; P Ͻ W ϭ 0.01). Comparison of considerably larger for traits with heterogeneity coeffieither Shrikhande or Freeman BSH estimates with cients Ͼ0.84 than for traits with lower coefficients. ANOVA-based estimates of BSH for this trait are thereShrikhande's method was less precise as BSH estimates fore of little practical value.
produced by it were based on parameters with large standard errors. Shrikhande estimates were also less DISCUSSION accurate as they deviated significantly from BSH estimates from ANOVA. This was especially true for traits The Shrikhande and Freeman methods for estimating with lower heterogeneity coefficients where this method BSH depend on the data following Smith's Law. The would again be expected to provide more accurate absence of heterogeneity coefficients Ͼ1.0 indicates this as well as the lack of significant interplant competition BSH estimates.
Estimation of BSH by the Freeman or Shrikhande plot size in a variety of experimental situations (Gomez and Gomez, 1984) . methods requires careful selection of the plot sizes and dimensions to use in calculating variances of plot means. Using a trial-and-error approach, Namkoong and Squil-
